
Autumn A Year 3ART:  Painting – Claude Monet

Artist Claude Monet

He was a French painter who was born in Pairs in 
1840 and died in 1926.

He was an impressionist painter. 

These artists used thick layers of paint and fast brush 
strokes.

Impressionists did not want to paint a realistic picture but an ‘impression’ 
of what they could see. 

Following years of travelling, Monet settled in Giverny, France. It was 
here that he painted the water lilies and bridge in his water garden. 

During the First World War, Money painted a series of weeping willow 
trees to represent fallen French soldiers.

Key 
words

Explanation

tertiary A colour made by mixing a primary and secondary 
colour together. 

tone Where an artist adds grey to a colour. 

tint Where an artist adds white to create a lighter version of 
the colour. 

shade Where an artist adds black to a colour to darken it 
down. 

variation A different form of a versio or something.

landscape An artists representation of  a view of the countryside. 

portrait An artists representation of a person.

abstract An artists view on something that may not resemble 
something visibly.

technique A way of carrying out a particulr task. 

effect A result of an action

wash A type of technique, resulting in semi-transparent layer 
of colour. 

stipple A type of technique that uses tiny dots of colour. 

dab A type of technique where you use a quick and soft pat. 

evaluate Say how good or bad something is – with reasons!

respond Describe, analyse, interpret and evaluate works of art.

Key Questions

How can you create different painting effects?

How has the artist achieved the effects?

What is impressionist art?

What is your response Claude Monet’s artwork?

Art Medium: Painting

painting The action or skill of using paint to create an 
interpretation of a scene.

greater 
knowledge

To blend colours, use a variety of techniques to create 
effective texture and tone within a piece of artwork.



Claude Monet’s works that inspired us.

Impression, Sunrise by Claude Monet                                             Water Lilies by Claude Monet

Water Lilies and Japanese Bridge by Claude Monet


